Glashütte original seaq panorama date review

In my time here writing on the watches, I managed only a few from Glashãemte Original. Of those models, I came away the most impressed with the models that had their "great date" complication, known as the panorama in their syntax. Here, it is a sort of up-end expectations with the Glashã camera Original Seaq Panorama. Why does expectations
increase? This is because the Glashãemte original Seaq Panorama is a diving watch. The complications of the date are not necessarily necessary when you are underwater, so they are often omitted. With this watch, we have a tacit nod to the fact that many of these will never immerse themselves, let alone enter the water. However, if it occurs, they
made sure that the watch can manage. They did it by designing to adapt to the DIN 8306 and ISO 6425 standards, which translates into a watch with a WR 300m rating. As part of being a diver, this means that the Glashãemte original Seaq Panorama has a temporal bezel. Here, it is of the 120 -click unidirectional type with ceramic insert. Put in what
you have a dome sapphire crystal, which gives things a little of a vintage atmosphere. See it artistically, and you can look at like a large, plate of water that covers the entire dial. The dial of this Glashã camera Original Seaq Panorama is a new color for the line, green rod. This network of a crunchy green-and-and-gray color scheme that carries
forward in that panorama given display. On the dial, you have an elongated laptop, with the hand of the time clearly marked with the tip of the freshery, the larger on its end. No problem mixing your hands when you are looking for something on the bezel. All this is led by movement 36-13 inside. His balance of silicon balance helps the movement to
resist influences from magnetic fields. Spinning above which is the signed rotor, which helps the clock to â € “and keep â €“ his 100 -hour charge reserve. This is right â € “You could have this watch setting on your own for 4 days without interaction and will still be happy. Let's say that the original seaq panorama of Glashã1⁄4tte is a fine example of a
dive watch that is brought to a more luxurious extreme, with looks and finishes to match the technical capabilities of the piece. This kind of thing doesn't come cheap, though. if you like to get one of these original seaq panorama watches for yourself, it will run you $ 11,500. If you do not care about this new color, there is also gray, black and my
favorite, blue. and if you do not like the date of the panorama for some reason, you can opt for one that is a traditional window of the date that comes in a more compact case. take a look at the complete collection on Glashuette-original.com specific technology from the name of the model: seaq panorama datelaunch year: 2022 reffers number: 1-3613-07-83-06 (with rubber strap and pin buckle) 1-36-13 -07-83-08 (with synthetic fabric strap and pin buckle) 1-36-13-07-83-33 (with rubber strap and fold closure) 1-36-13-07-83-34 (with synthetic fabric strap and stainless steel clasp 15,65 mm. green lacquer, numbers and indices applied with Super-Luminovaâ® inlayshands: inlaid with SuperLuminovaâ®Straps: black rubber or r grey synthetic fabric strap, each with buckle or folding clasp or a date of watchdiverpanorama datedic steel datedic steel steel steel steel steel, although immersed watches are probably like a more popular category in the modern, large sector designs tend to follow a utilitarian, function-forward approach to
design. With that in mind, small horological flourishes can leave an outsize impact on the character of a diver, and GlashÃ¼Âtte Original¢ÃÂÂs SeaQ Panorama Date line is a textbook example of this principle in action. With its charismatic and classically German 4 o¢ÃÂÂclock date window, the SeaQ Panorama Date sets itself apart from a sea of diver
designs at a glance while showcasing the brand¢ÃÂÂs movement-making expertise. For its first major release of 2022, GlashÃ¼Âtte Original returns to this concept with a stylish new colorway. The new GlashÃ¼Âtte Original SeaQ Panorama Date in green brings a rich, nuanced new look to the line while maintaining its luxurious and uniquely
Teutonic take on the dive watch formula. This new GlashÃ¼Âtte Original SeaQ Panorama Date shares its 43.2mm stainless steel case with the rest of the line. The overall profile is an angular take on the classic dive watch silhouette, with abruptly cut-off lug tips, squared crown guards, and an elegantly narrow polished chamfer separating the broadbrushed planes of the vertical case sides and the lug tops. GlashÃ¼Âtte Original imbues this familiar shape with a new personality courtesy of its ceramic bezel insert, rendered here in a deep forest hue the brand calls ¢ÃÂÂreed green.¢ÃÂÂ Green has been one of the most popular hues in watchmaking over the past several years, but GlashÃ¼Âtte
Original¢ÃÂÂs restrained, darker shade gives this watch a more mature and versatile character in images than many of its counterparts. Although the brand equips this model with a sapphire display caseback, the SeaQ Original Panorama Date complies with both the ISO 6425 and the stringent DIN 8306 standards for dive watches, with a robust 300
meters of water resistance. As with the rest of the series, the dial of the new GlashÃ¼Âtte Original SeaQ Panorama Date in green gives a charmingly offbeat interpretation of Basic formula of underwater clock design. The oversized minute hand and the mixture of applied indexes and simple Arabic numerals keep ultra-listed things at a glance, but
make this design separate in the images in the midst of a sea of sword hands and circular indices (even if this look Offbeat is likely to be polarizing among fans). The Seaq landscape the most distinctive element of the date in the images, however, is its large date window at 4. The large two -wheeled display is a ranking of the clock design Glashãemte
Original and German in general, and its own Location here in contrast to the usual conservative context Teutonic Clock strengthens the brand's heritage and gives the clock a character more on scale in the photos. The lacquered dial â € œVo Rosso "strengthens this more refined personality, with a slight effect of the graded which gives design a
greater sense of depth. Glashãchette Original uses Dial-Matching wheels helps to maintain the overall clean and cohesive design. Glashãchette Original feeds this new Seaq Panorama given with its interior caliber 36-13 automatic movement. Fixed within the case with a unique and impact resistant bayonet support, the Caliber 36-13 offers a reserve
of 100 hours of mass at a beating rhythm of 28,800 BPH. The movement is well decorated, with a Perlage base plate surmounted by striped bridges and a corresponding balance of balance. The blue screws and the text engraved in inlaid gold accentuate the sense of refinement in the images, and a skeleton stripes with the emblem of the gold brand
completes the package. Glashã camera Original combines the clock with a trio of belt options, including a three -tone Oyster -style bracelet with stainless steel connections, a tropical strap with green forest rubber, and a nylon fabric strap robustly in sand khaki. Bringing a new elegant line of colors to its Subbat and Charismatic line, the new Glashã
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to the movement, in which the 36-13 caliber is about 6.3 mm of diameter more wide compared to the 39-11 caliber. The box -shaped crystal, the fins of its vintage heritage, distorts the view of the dial to certain corners, as the Seaq shows in this photograph where the dial is slightly inclined in relation to the lens. Of course, its great case provides a
good presence of the wrist. Cié who really surprises us is what we feel comfortable when the watch is worn on the wrist. This is due to two factors: mainly short lugs, and the soft cloth belt. The clock does not feel too heavy, and wears little more than what its size suggests. In total, in the few days that we had this watch, the Seaq Panorama Date
works well in the different scenarios that was given - from the company settings to the weekend pleasure excursions. For this particular review, we were delivered the two -tone variant. Cié means that the clock is in stainless steel, and combined with rose gold crown and bezel. There are also other touches of rose gold, including hands and indices.
The use of different metals certainly add a certain vibranza to the clock, which we think is a nice touch to the clock tool with an otherwise serious appearance. Moving, we have the beautiful slate gray dial. Golden accents certainly work well here, with the dial that provides the platform for these elements to shine. It also seems good in natural light,
where the Sunburst effect literally comes to live together with the gold bits. Finally, the main culminating point of the Seaq Panorama Date is located in its homonymous. The clock has the Signature Grande Data Display at position 4:30. The function ebbertop ebbertop ihc rep ottuttarpos ,itlom rep erasu ad elicaf oigoloro nu etnemarucis ¨Ã etaD
amaronaP QaeS al ,idnarg e itilup icidni ilg noc otaippoccA . Ãtilibiggel al etnematrec It is difficult to read more small characters or have some form of foresight. The movement: 36-13 caliber food the Seaq Data panorama is the Caliber 36-13, a refined movement that can also be seen in the Excellence Senator collection. Of course, as a flagship of the
Seaq collection, the finish is quite equal with some elements of Haute Horogramerie Tocci. This includes a large 21k gold rotor, Glashã railing, champing and blue vines. In terms of technical aspects, the watch boasts a decent charge reserve of about 100 hours "reached by a single barrel. It also has a silicon balance spring, which has antimagnetic
properties. In addition, the movement also presents an incuboc to protect it from impacts, and beats at a frequency of 28,800 VPH (or 4 Hz). In general, we find that the movement is packaged quite well. This is, of course, high by an intriguing dome sapphire glass found on the clock case back. In particular, the Seaq Panorama Date is one of the few
rare pieces that has a canned crystal on the back, and even if it is almost needed, the concept itself is rather unique and we really appreciated the theater provided by it. The competitive landscape The Glashãemte Original Seaq Panorama The date is to S $ 23,000 for the variant of the buckle, and S $ 23,400 for the one with the folding fixing. The
clock is also available in the rubber strap, but of course the fabric strap certainly leads more style and character to this watch. When it comes to Diver watches, there is absolutely no shortage of competitors. But how are they against the Seaq Panorama Date? The Rolex Sea-Dweller is an obvious contender. It is one of the icons of the world of
watches, with a timeless design difficult to beat. This is interesting that Rolex had also introduced a two -tone variant for the 43mm timepiece, which is a different tad from the usual that we were used. That's true. Right.A nice and solid general watch, although we believe it could be difficult to get one at any time soon due to the long waiting list. The
two-tone Sea-Dweller (reference 122603) is evaluated on S $ 22,890. Subsequently, we have another iconic underwater watch. The Blancpain Fifty-Fathom is often TOUTED as the watch that started everything. Over the years, there are numerous variants available, with the last â € œNo Rad Tribute to Fifty Fathomsâ € (reference 5008D-1130-B64a)
being one of our favorites so far with its vintage touches. The 40.3 mm timepiece is limited to a production of 500 pieces, and to the detail to S $ 19,500. Finally, we have the Seamaster 300 of the Omega 1957 Trilogy Limited Edition series. This is another modern clock that pays homage to the original iteration, and we like it as Omega had
incorporated so much "be patient" to the watch to give him an aged aspect. Frankly, the 39mm watch is surprising, and it is really a great addition to the wonderful Seamaster collection. The Seamaster 300 â € œTrilogy Limited Edition is available with a total of 3.557 pieces (3,000 as a standalone, 557 as a set with the other 2 trilogy pieces,) and it is
price at S $ 10.050. The final thoughts The Seaq panorama is a large piece, and there is no doubt about this. In fact, it is certainly a very much more piece made compared to its compatriot basic model with its panorama dates display, and the casewoman shows it really highlights the Glashãemte Original watchmaker Prowess. There is also a hint of
vintage charm on this piece, but with modern refinement and touches as well. The overall package is large, and balances quite well especially for a timepiece that is intended for the 21st century. It is not limited to exploiting its past â € “is based on the fundamentals to provide a modern interpretation of the original Speizimatic with and quality finish.
Now, to answer the question thathave initially published: Is it worth the prize? We will say yes, as the additional refinement really took this watch a heel (or two). It is a watch completely different from its brothers, and it certainly feels less industrial and more luxurious with the different modifications that have been applied. In short, this is certainly a
brilliant attempt of the brand, and it is really one of the pieces we really enjoyed during the loan period. The SeaQ was photographed in our studio. Hasselblad H3D-39 with HC 4/120 Macro and HC 2.8/80 with H28 extension tubes. Srobi Profoto. Divers German watch watch original glashutte watch
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